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Old Dominion Head Coach Jeff Jones  
Opening Statement: 
“Nice win for our team.  It wasn’t pretty and we kind of labored through the first half.  I thought fortunately for 
us, when we got into foul difficulty we were kind of forced to go small and play the zone and for some odd 
reason it worked out.  We weren’t able to get much of a hold on Marshall at the defensive end until then.  I 
thought the change helped us going small. Our guys battled on the boards at least.  We held our own.  We 
got just enough offense.  We got to the free throw line to get some offense.  I thought the three that 
Ambrose hit was big in terms of the momentum and giving our guys some energy and enthusiasm. 
 
On switching to the zone: 
“We were trying to some way slow them down and weren’t having much success. We were forced into the 
zone.  It wasn’t something I was thinking [about doing], it was because of the fouls.  We were forced to play 
some lineups that we were unaccustomed to playing.  But it had the desired effect. The big thing I was 
worried about was the offensive rebounds.  Even if we could get them to miss a few shots, would we be able 
to rebound the ball?  I thought they with Smith in particular, he was really a force on the boards right from 
the get go.  I think we got enough stops and enough rebounds that we were able to create some separation. 
 
On slowing Marshall down in the second half: 
“Again, I think it was the zone.  They were driving the ball.  We weren’t doing a good job of moving our feet.  
We weren’t supporting the defenders guarding the ball handlers.  It seemed like they were getting into the 
lane pretty much any time they wanted.  When we went to the zone, it kept those guys out on the perimeter 
and they weren’t nearly as aggressive off the bounce as they had been in the first half. 
 
On Middle Tennessee: 
“They are a very good basketball team.  A very experienced, very mature basketball team.  I think they out-
physicaled us when we played them earlier.  If we’re going to give ourselves a chance we’re going to have 
to step up and play tough in the paint.  They do a lot of things well but they’ve got a lot of strong bodies out 
there.  I thought there were one or two spurts that allowed them to have the separation. We’ve got to do a 
good job of being more consistent than we were when we played them in January or February.  But we’ve 
got to be more consistent than we were.” 
 



#1 Aaron Bacote, Old Dominion 
On outrebounding Marshall 39-26:   
“We have been rebounding well the whole season despite our size. This is about want to.  At this time of the 
year, nobody wants to go home.  So you’ve got to do the little things.  Clean up the glass, get the 50-50 
balls, so we’ve got to take pride in that in order to advance.” 
 
#3 Keenan Palmore, Old Dominion 
On rebounding:   
“We just wanted it more.  I think Ross was in foul trouble so we knew the guards had to help out.  I think 
Aaron had eight boards, so he really stepped up on the boards. We just wanted to step up with Ross out.” 
 
Marshall Head Coach Tom Herrion 
Opening Statement: 
“We congratulate Old Dominion on advancing.  We’re disappointed that our season comes to an end today 
in El Paso.  Clearly for us, we were non-existent defensively in the second half with no quality stops, 
especially to start the second half.  Our defense was outstanding the first 20 minutes.  In the second half we 
got no quality stops at all.  And then offensively we have been like this for a while.  We are just so 
challenged.  We leave so many points at the foul line, and that puts so much pressure on your defense to 
get every stop.  Our defense in the last 20 minutes let us down. Offensively we struggled for a while but in 
the end I was really disappointed with how we responded defensively in the last 20 minutes and rebounded. 
 
On Old Dominion’s zone: 
“He has played some zone in different games.  We have seen a lot of zone.  We had trouble against the 
man too, in all honesty.  It didn’t matter.  And I’ve got to be honest, we’ll go back and look at it at some point 
here.  Layups, stick backs, free throws, just empty possessions guys.  We had 15 turnovers, which is 
uncharacteristic for our club.  We’re usually a good ball security team.  But we had so many empty 
possessions and If you don’t get quality stops to start the second half, it’s a bad formula to be sure. 
 
On the season: 
“Obviously there will be a little bit more time to reflect. It has been a unique year to say the least.  We 
started out with a team that was pretty young and got really, really, really young.  After the Pittman 
departure, I still believe we became the least experienced team in the country.  We started five guys who 
didn’t play a Division I game last year.  We got younger. We were deep and got thin.  We relied on so many 
new guys.  I’m really proud of our kids.  We had one senior in Yous who was banged up.  They showed 
unbelievable character day in and day out. We had a lot of opportunities where we could have folded.  
There was a lot of heartbreak, disappointment and frustration. This group has shown incredible attitude.  
They haven’t blinked and they haven’t flinched.  They have laid a foundation with the youth we have - 
talented newcomers like Shawn and some of the other guys that we have.  Now we’ve got to build off this 
and add some pieces.” 
 
# Shawn Smith, Marshall 
On his season:   
“It was a super adjustment but I played with some great guys in the locker room and great mentors for me.  
Coming from a junior college, half these dudes were props and stuff like that showing me the ropes. It was a 
good season. I appreciate playing with these guys. 
 
On slowing down in the second half:   
“I wouldn’t say they slowed me down.  I really wanted to get our point guard going.  If we can get him and 
CT going, that’s another 15 or 16 points if we got those guys going.  It would have been a different story.” 


